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ABSTRACT

Construction projects are of a special nature affected by many factors, which makes them exposed to multiple risks that may lead to the abandonment of projects. Recently, the Iraqi construction sector is facing a number of problems. Abandoned construction projects are one of the most common and dangerous problems in the construction industry in Iraq, with their negative effects on stakeholders, the economy, and the environment due to the lack of sufficient financial and administrative capabilities to complete construction projects, which is reflected in exceeding the time limit for the completion of projects. The aim of this research is to use the analytic network process (ANP) technique to choose the best form of Public-Private Partnership (PPP) contracts to fund abandoned projects in Iraq. using a questionnaire survey to determine the most criteria and alternatives for selecting appropriate financing for the abandoned project. The results shown final weight of the Build-Own-Operate (BOO) contract from ANP is 0.533, which is the best form of PPP contract among the alternatives proposed to fund the project.

1. Introduction

Abandoned construction projects are challenging to sustainable development for the construction industry; in many countries, many sectors of the construction industry have faced problems with abandoned construction projects due to economic, political, and legal conditions [1]. When construction works on a site have been suspended consistently for a period of 6 months or more, during the project completion term, or after the scheduled completion date, the project is considered abandoned; has a negative impact on the environment and society. [2]. Insufficient selection of the main contractor or subcontractor generates difficulties during construction. In addition, government policies, insufficient job requirements, poor quality control, and various climatic conditions lead to the abandonment of the project [3]. In recent years, the Iraqi construction sector faced many problems causes to abandoned projects, includes financing corruption, assigning work to companies with no experience in the field, incompetent contractors, administrative corruption, corruption of certain political parties, unexpected poor economic conditions, financial difficulties faced by the owner, and lack of legal responsibility [4]. Abandoned building projects negatively affect the real property value also reduces the aesthetics of neighborhoods, and increasing effects of environmental pollution [5]. Abandoned projects also adversely affect the health and safety of communities [6].

The performance of the construction industry is influenced by the national economies. The financial crisis has a major cause of abandoned many construction projects
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Public-Private Partnership (PPP) adopted in developing countries to overcome the lack of financial resources in governments [8]. Iraq, as a developing nation, faced a serious funding shortage as a result of the financial crisis. Government agencies allowed private sector participation in financing projects abandoned as a result of the financial crisis [9]. It is obvious that the role of government, in this case, is of considerable significance since (1) such projects require a large budget, long lead time, and adequate risk tolerance, (2) These projects involve high social and economic costs that cannot be compensated with the user's money, (3) The strategic role of control. For this purpose, the use of private financing partnerships is a suitable alternative [10].

Type of PPP contracts is categorized according to the principles, patterns, and parameters adopted in the classification, such as the pattern of organization, decision-making, the form of the sector, nature of the activity, and nature of the contract; includes Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT), Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT), Design-Build-Finance-Operate (DBFO), and Build-Own-Operate (BOO) Contracts [11]. PPP benefits include reducing public sector budget deficits, improving society’s living conditions, providing high-quality public goods and services, and reducing project time. However, the best PPP model will often be determined by a number of variables, including the project's goals, funding criteria, and business realities [12].

As a result, multicriteria decision-making (MCDM) methods can be applied to solve a wide range of decision-making situations. Analytical Network Process (ANP) is a multicriteria decision-making technique that allows a decision-maker to rank a collection of discrete alternatives. When there are several alternatives and criteria to consider, this approach is used [13]. ANP as mathematical theories allowed to dealing similarity within depending on feedbacks which make possible to jointed sensible and no intangible factors with use ratios scales [14]. The ANP is an extension of the analytical hierarchy process; ANP interdependence through the properties of the decision and allows more systematical tests.

This study aims to select the best PPP model as an alternative method of government funding projects from the various strategies and tools provided by the Analytical Network Process (ANP) methodology.

2. Literature review

Many studies focused on the application of PPP in various aspects of the construction industry. Anopchenko et al. [16] selecting a PPP system for the management of sustainable development projects was analyzed using multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) for Modeling PPP in the innovative economy. The results of this study illustrate BOOT (0.53) concession model proved to be the most long-term option. It is required for the state to control and subsidize the private partner's operations during the design and construction stages in order for it to be implemented. Rezouki and Hassan [17] investigated the barriers to the application of PPP in infrastructure growth. The findings revealed that the poor legal framework, insufficient public administration procedures, delays in land acquisition, and a lack of sovereign guarantee are the most significant barriers to the adoption of (PPP) in infrastructure. Cheng et al. [18] investigated the viability of PPP as a sustainable development factor. Al-Shadeedi et al. [19] studied the key reasons for using PPP contracts in the health sector, can be solved by working with the private sector through a variety of partnership arrangements. Motlag & Ghasemlounia, [20] encourage decision-makers to use PPP principles to improve service quality and innovation through the use of private sector knowledge and performance incentives.

3. Research methodology

The authors will use the key tools used for information collection are interviews, questionnaires, to identify the best strategies for improving the financing performance of the construction projects, using the analytical network process method, the framework for
research is developed as shown in Figure (1). The methodology is organized as follows:

1. Theoretical study: Review of literature and studies in the area of public-private partnerships, the abandoned project area, and the field of ANP technology.
2. Practical study: The Practical study includes the gathering of data and information on the research topic as follows:
3. A case study is chosen, and data is gathered from engineering professionals.
   a) Identify key criteria for the selection of the type of PPP in abandoned projects based on the literature and expert opinions as shown in Table 1.
   b) The data was gathered by a field survey by a special questionnaire was prepared for this purpose and distributed to professionals working in the Iraqi construction sector, both public and private, where 45 questionnaires were distributed and the total return was 40 with an 88% response rate. The questionnaire is distributed using the interview process in order to assess the importance and priorities of the criteria and alternatives.
   c) The Super Decisions software (v.3.2) used based on analytical network process (ANP) for builds the simplest decision model that has a goal, criteria, and alternatives make judgments (paired comparisons), and compute the results to find the best alternative, as shown in the figure (2).
   d) making pairwise comparisons of the decision elements
   e) estimating the weights of the decision elements and check consistency ratio (CR).

![Figure 1. Framework for research methodology](image-url)
Table 1: Criteria and alternatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Alternatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent of completion</td>
<td>BOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project nature and type</td>
<td>BOOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation of risk and sharing</td>
<td>BOO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic framework has developed</td>
<td>DBFO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental conservation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Structure of the ANP in the super decision’s software

4. Case study

To achieve the research goal, the Al- Razi complex project in Diyala was chosen as a case study. This case consists of various buildings, each of which differs in dimensions and type from the others. Work began on the project in 2010, and construction was suspended in 2013 due to the country’s economic crisis and the security situation at the time.

5. Results and discussion

5.1 Respondents' general information

The respondents' general demographics revealed that the majority of respondents had a bachelor's degree (70%), as illustrated in Figure 3. The majority are civil engineers with a percentage of (60%), as shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows that the majority of respondents less than 5 years (33%) of experience, which contributes significantly to the survey.

Figure 3. Level of education of the respondents

Figure 5.
5.2 Using SPSS to test the reliability of a research tool

In this study, questionnaire reliability was measured by SPSS, Cronbach's alpha (Cα) test was used. The results are 0.85, which is within the acceptable range, indicating that the questionnaire is reliable.

5.3 Pairwise comparisons of criteria and alternatives

The researcher used the super decision software for determining the weights of criteria and alternatives. After the design of the network model, the pair-wise comparison of the decision between criteria and alternatives for the optimal choice of PPP contracts in construction projects. Figure 6 shows the pairwise comparison questionnaire for criteria and Figure 7 shown alternatives, from applying ANP software.
5.4 Specify the weights of criteria

The weights of the different criteria were extracted from a pairwise comparison of the relative importance of all evaluation criteria using the Super Decisions software. The priorities (weights) of criteria with respect to the goal are shown in figure 8. The result shows that the main criteria for the selection of PPP contracts in construction projects are Percent of completion, a Project nature and type, with the highest weight equal to 0.455 and 0.204 respectively. This is an indicator of the importance of determining the Percent of completion and nature of the project to choose the type of contract as well as the importance of the need to classify projects by types of matching contracts, risk allocation and sharing, environmental conservation, and the economic framework has developed and environmental conservation with a weight of 0.113, 0.124 and 0.111 respectively, ensuring good performance, achieving specifications, and providing effective contractors to implement the project. The results are consistent with the consistency ratio (CR) of 8.8%. According to Saaty (2008), the internal consistency ratio (CR) in ANP should be less than 10%; thus, the data collected are consistent and reliable.

5.5 Specify the weights of alternatives

Priorities (weights) of alternatives with respect to the criteria; shows in figure 9. The result shows that the best contract type that meets all criteria the BOO contract with a weight equal to 0.533, indicating that best for achieving completion of the project and also the private sector may have a better knowledge of this contract. The BOT and BOOT contract second and third rank with a weight equal to 0.194 and 0.146 respectively and the last contract is DBFO rank four with a weight equal to 0.127.
4.5 Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis was carried out to study the effect of the different criteria on the determination of the appropriate type of contract. This analysis was measured in two respects. In the first aspect, the relative importance of one criterion has been changed from the recorded value as the basis of the survey to the sole criterion for determining the appropriate type of contract (by increasing its weight to be the maximum, equal to 9 with respect to the other criteria). The second side reveals the type of contract that is appropriate if a criterion is not considered (by decreasing its weight to be the minimum equaled 0.111 with respect to other criteria), maximize the weight of Project nature and type. Minimizing the weight of risk allocation and sharing. The result, in this case, is that the BOO contract remains dominant, with differences over the other types of contracts ranking, other criteria play a role in changing the priority of the types of contracts without changing their ranking. The results of the sensitivity analysis are shown in Figure 10.

6. Conclusion

Focusing on unfinished projects is one of the major challenges facing the construction industry in developing countries like Iraq, as a result of financial crises, which have resulted in projects being stalled or abandoned in Iraq. As a result, the authors are attempting to choose the best funding model for PPP using ANP technology in order to complete the project, the authors conclude the following:

1. Using the program software ANP to evaluate the best the Public-Private
Partnership contract in abandoned projects is an effective tool for dealing with complex decision-making where results show that the best contract type that meets all criteria the BOO contract with a weight equal to 0.533, considered best, which improves the financing performance of the building during its lifecycle.

2. Based on ANP technology, the PPP contracts criteria weights are Percent of completion, a Project nature and type, with the highest weight equal to 0.455 and 0.204 respectively and this result indicates that this criterion is of great importance for the selection of PPP contracts in abandoned projects.

3. Lack of professionalism in most management strategy, particularly with regard to the financial allocation of resources, as well as the spread of corruption and lack of transparency and justice.

4. The limitations of this research are applying ANP to choose the best financing model at the construction stage of the project. For future study using various methods and case studies to determine the best funding model in construction projects.
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